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Elevates pumps, sold separately, for easy suction tubing connection.

Feature Details

Gemini² Dual Containment® Value-Pak Tank Packages

Includes a male cam adapter and dust cap with lanyard.

Suction tube with a foot valve makes connection easy. 

Attaches important documents, like safety data sheets, to the side of the tank. 

Each tank is palletized and wrapped to protect it from elements during transit. 

Fiber ring restraint system (non-code).

Mini inverse level indication with a 2" wide calibration board.

Pre-installed 1" double wall bulkhead bottom drain fitting.

Pre-installed 1" double wall welded bottom drain fitting.

Interstitial leak detection sensor. (An alarm box option is available for an additional 
cost.)

Submersible level sensor and display with 4-20mA signal output and 24 VDC 
power.

Package Comparison

The square Gemini² Dual Containment® Tanks have 22% more capacity than 
cylindrical tanks of the same size and meet or exceed secondary containment 

regulations set under EPA 49CFR. These tanks are designed with a pump mounting 
surface, female threaded connections, and twist lid inspection port. The integral 

mouse door, molded directly into most Gemini models, is a recessed mouse door 
that allows for the inexpensive installation of an optional dual wall bulkhead fitting 

for flooded suction and bottom fill applications. 

Provided to ensure the tank meets the application needs.

The plastic fittings are durable and won’t corrode or rust over time.

The manual float-type level gauges are made of stainless steel and polyethylene 
and give instant level readings with levels listed in an easy-to-read format in 1/8, 

1/4, 3/8, 1/2, 5/8, 3/4 & full. (PVDF float gauges are available for an additional 
cost.)


